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3M HOOK-IT 
      

THE RIGHT ABRASIVES 
A complete line of coated 

abrasives to meet all your sanding 

and finishing needs. 

Productivity Solution Co., Ltd. 
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3M 

Sanding and Finishing Solutions - 3M Hook-it Discs 
 

Core Products
 
3M™ Hook-it™ 245 

245 is Stiff D-weight paper gives a strong backing 

and long product life. Coated in aluminium oxide with 

resin bonding to prevent pre-matue burning, this disc 

is tough and durable for a consistent finish. This anti 

loading disc is available in a variety of hole 

configurations and grades. 

 

 

3M™ Hook-it™ 360L 

360L An aluminum oxide open coat, non-loading 

Hookit™ disc with precise hole design for improved 

dust extraction constructed in a film backing. Will 

give a superior finish on high quality lacquers and 

clear coats. 

 

 

3M™ Hook-it™ 338U 

338U is a premium abrasive using a C weight paper 

backed with Hookit attament for portable sanders 

and off hand sanding. Ideal for intermediate and final 

sanding on lacquered hard and soft woods, paints 

lacquers, primers, solid surface materials and plastics 

it gives a good performance and great value. 

 

 
3M™ Hook-it™ 618 

618 discs feature a sharp silicon carbide mineral 

which gives an aggressive cut with fine finish. Higher 

loading resistance means extended product life. 
 

 
 

              
 
 



                                                                                                                                                                    
 

3M™ Hook-it™ 734U 

734U has a spiral multi-hole pattern for clean 

sanding premium and uses Cubitron(TM) grain with a 

C-weight paper backing. It has good mineral support 

for longer product life, long lasting cutting action and 

excellent dust management. Features enhanced anti-

loading coating to extend product working life. 

Coarser grades produce coarser dust particles. 

The unique 51 hole design captures larger particles 

through larger holes, optimising extraction whilst 

increasing cut and improving aggression where you 

need it most. Premium 3M abrasive mineral delivers 

rapid cut rate. 

 

3M™ Hook-it™ 334U 

334U also uses a spiral multihole for clean sanding 

and with a C-weight paper backing gives good 

mineral support for longer product life and long 

lasting cutting action and excellent dust 

management. The finer grades produce finer dust 

particules and the unique 177 hole design provides 

the ultimate in dust extraction for fine particles 

giving you a cleaner, safer working environment, 

reducing the need for rework. Features enhanced 

anti-loading coating to extend product working life. 

 

 
 
 

3M™ Hook-it™ 255P 

255P is a popular and premium quality disc which 

offers superior performance. A C-weight paper 

backing gives good mineral support for longer 

product life and sustained cutting action. Features 

enhanced anti-loading coating to extend product 

working life and gives good results particularly with 

fine grades on difficult to sand top coats and primers. 

 

 
3M™ Hook-it™ 266L 

266L is a film backed, micron graded aluminium 

oxide disc with a fre-cut anti-loading coating which 

can be used dry to give a fast , precise and 

consistent cut with very good finish. Applications 

include the repair of surface scratches and defects on 

acrylics, GRP, plastics, paint and lacquers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                                                                                                    
 

 
 

3M Random Orbital Sanders 

Engineered to work hand in hand with 3M Abrasives 3M Air  

and Electric powered Random Orbital sanders will provide 

the power and performance to give the perfect finish. 
Our wide range of machines all offer : 
Impressive a power to weight ratio 
Perfectly balanced Back-up pads 

Superior balance for reduced vibration and better comfort 
Wide range of orbits and vacuum systems. 

                                      


